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ABSTRACT 
Given Hermitian matrices A and B, Professor Taussky-Todd posed the problem of 
estimating the eigenvalues of their Jordan product AB + BA. Here we establish 
bounds for all the eigenvalues of the Jordan product when both A and B are positive 
definite. At the same time we give a more straightforward proof and an improvement 
of estimates given by D. W. Nicholson for the smallest eigenvalue. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Given Hermitian matrices A and B, their Jordan product C is defined to 
be the Hermitian matrix AB + BA. Tanssky-Todd more than twenty years ago 
pointed out that the maxima nd minima of 2air  k [a i = hi(A ), flk = ~k(B)], 
which are bounds for the eigenvalues of C for commuting A and B, are not 
bounds in the general case, and posed the problem [11] of establishing ood 
estimates for the eigenvalues of C. In [10] Strang gave a partial answer by 
establishing bounds for the extreme igenvalues of C which, in particular, 
gave a criterion of positive definiteness for C for positive definite A and B. 
Strang's estimate handles best matrices A and B that resemble (in some sense) 
projections, and his method does not seem extendable so as to render 
estimates for the remaining eigenvalues. Recently Nicholson [8] quite inde- 
pendently obtained estimates for the extreme eigenvalues of C using a 
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different method and in the case of positive definite matrices A and B. 
Nicholson's estimate complements Strang's in the sense that it is more 
suitable for matrices that are far from being projections. Interestingly, how- 
ever, it implies precisely the same criterion of positive definiteness for C. In 
this note we establish estimates for all the eigenvalues of C. Our method of 
proof is modeled after a fairly simplified and improved version of Nicholson's 
and attention is restricted to positive definite matrices A and B. Our motiva- 
tion for considering this problem comes from invariance considerations in
reaction-diffusion equations where the Jordan product appears naturally (see 
Appendix). 
1. THE LEAST EIGENVALUE OF THE JORDAN PRODUCT 
We begin by giving a quick proof of a slightly improved version of 
Nicholson's result [8] that is concerned with the least eigenvalue of the Jordan 
product. In doing so we prepare the ground for the general version presented 
in Section 2. In what follows A, B stand for n × n positive definite Hermitian 
matrices and C is the matrix defined by C = AB + BA. a i, hi, c i denote the 
eigenvalues of A, B, and C respectively, and it is assumed that a~ >~ - • • >f a ,  
> 0, b 1 >/-- .  >t b, > 0, c1>/. - .  >/c n. More generally, given a matrix A, 
X~(A) stands for its ith eigenvalue and o~(A) for its ith singular value 
a,(A) det - -  = X,(¢AA* ). 
THEOREM 1.1. 
c,>~ min ½b, ai (~+l )2 -kb(  k~- l )2  
i= l ,n  
(1.1) 
where k,, = a l /a  . ,  k b = b l /b  .. Hence, C is positive definite i f  
k~k~ + 1 
- - .  (1.2) 
Proof. From the ,definition of C it follows that for t > 0 
2tC = ( A + t I )B (  A + t I ) -  ( a - t I )B (  A - t I ) ,  
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and on multiplying both sides appropriately 
2tC(t )=B-(A+a)-~(A-t I )B(A-t I ) (A+t l )  -~, (1.3) 
where C(t)  = (A + tI)-IC(A + tI) -1. 
Making use of Weyl's theorem [13] and the fact that o 1 gives the 12 
spectral norm, we obtain from (1.3) 
b. ~< 2tX . (C( t ) )  
+ X,((A + tl)-X(A-tl)B(A-tl)(A +tC) -1) 
<~ 2tX.((S(t))+al((A +tI)-l( A -a ) )  
×o~(B(A-a)(A+a) -1) 
.~ 2~xotc~))+ [o,(/A + a)-I(A_ ~))] ~b,. 
Rearranging, 
2tk.(C(t))>~b.-[ol((A+tI)-l(A-tI))]Zbl. (1.4) 
This inequality holds for all positive t and hence in particular for the value 
t = t~ at which the right hand side attains its maximum. This maximization is 
carried out most efficiently in terms of a diagram x (see Figure 1). On the 
IThe use of a graph becomes an absolute necessity in the general case. 
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diagram we have drawn schematically I h l(t )I, " " " , I )t.(t)l, where 
x,(t) = ~, ( (A  + tI) I (A  - tI)) - " '  - t .  
a i+t  
Note that each 2ti(t ) is monotone in t and that )~i(t)<~ X1(t)  ** a i <.% a f  Since 
o l ( t )  = maxklXk(t)l, it follows that 
O'l(t  ) = max{lX,(t)l, I~,(t)l}. 
The monotonicity in t then implies that t. is the point where 
h i ( t )= --An(t ) a l - - t  an - - t  ¢=~ - -  - -  
a 1 + t a,, + l 
** t. = fa  la n . 
%(t)  is represented in Figure i by the heavy line. 
Substituting the value t = t. in (1.4), we obtain 
t'-- )2, 
2va lan~.ntCtV- lUn] ]>~bn-b  1 a l  + a~la n (1.5) 
By Ostrowskfs result [9], ~n(C(t ) )= Onc ~, where 0. is a number in [)~n((A + 
t I )  2), 2tl((A + t I )  2)] = [(al + t) -2,  (a,, + t) 2]. 
For definiteness assume that 
Then (1.5) gives 
Ca ~ m 
a 1 - ~/ala n 
b n - b 1 > O. 
= ½anb . 
,1[ (a 
2 a~lan On bn-b l  al  7~lan  
(an q'- ~1a-7)2 [ 2al~n bn-b l  (al-- al~nn )2 Ja l  7 -~ a  
(k~, ,+ l )e -kb(~ka- l )  2 
(1.6) 
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The case with the inequality in (1.6) reversed is handled similarly and renders 
cn>~½albn(~a+l )2 -kb(~a-1)  2 
and so (1.1) is established. (1.2) follows immediately and so the proof is 
complete. • 
REMARKS. 
(1) By interchanging the roles of A and B, we also obtain the estimate 
c,>~ min ½a,bi ( k~b +l)2-ka( k~b-1)2 
i= l,n ~b 
(1.1') 
A short calculation shows (1.1) to be the better estimate when k b > ka; 
thus, it is easy to check which should be used. 
(2) It is conceivable that if one optimized both sides of (1.4) simulta- 
neously, a better estimate might be obtained. A computation that we omit 
reveals that in fact nothing more is gained in this way. 
(3) Nicholson [8] established the slightly weaker estimate 
c,>~ min ½a,b, (~+l)2-kb(~aa-1)2 
i = l, n ~aa 
(1.7) 
Note that (1.7), in the case that the right hand side is negative, gives no 
information if we take the limit as b n ~ O, whereas (1.1) gives the estimate 
c,>~ - ½albt (k~-a-k~ 1)2 , 
which corresponds to the case b, = 0. 
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(4) In [10] Strang establishes with different methods the estimate 
16ala,,blb n - ( a, - a.)Z( b, - b.) z 
cn >/ 4(a, + an)(b I + bn) (1.8) 
In the case that (1.2) ceases to hold, (1.8) is a better estimate than (1.1) and 
(1.1'). Indeed, subtracting the right hand side of (1.1') from that of (1.8), and 
setting x = (al/a,,,  y = ~11/b,, we find 
anbn 
16al bl l lZ( b, )2 a .~- (  a~- a. ] 1~ -1 
bl + 1) 
1 b 1 q- a 1 b 1 2/] 
_ a.b. [ 16xZy z - (x  2-1)2(y 2-1)  2 
2 [ 2(x 2 + 1)(y 2 + 1) 
-~[(y+l) ~- ~(y-1)~]] 
a nbn [x:(~ + 1)~ - (~- 1)~] [(~ + 17- x~(~- 1) ~] 
2(x 2 + 1)(y 2 +1) 
- y[(y + 1)2- x2(y-  1)2]] 
a.b. (y +1) 2-  x2(y-1)  2 
4 (x2 + 1)(y2 + 1) 
× {(x2-1) (yZ+l ) -2 (x2+l )y  3) 
a°b .  (y  + 1) ~ - x~(y - 1) ~ 
>0, 
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since the reverse of (1.2) is assumed to hold. The same conclusion can be 
drawn if (1.1') is replaced by (1.1). On the other hand, if (1.2) holds (and so 
c, > 0), Strang's estimate is better than (say) (1.1) if and only if 
k~/2 + k~/~ + 2 
k b > 3/2  I /2  " k a +k~ -2  
The computation that establishes this fact is similar to the one just given and 
may be found in the Appendix. Interestingly enough (1.1), (1.1'), and (1.8) all 
give the same positivity criterion (1.2). 
(5) To check the sharpness of (1.2) it is illuminating to choose as B the 
diagonal matrix 
(o vO) /)i > /)2" 
It can be verified then that among the matrices A with given eigenvalues 
a ], a 2 there is one given by 
l { al  + a2 al - a~ ) 
A = ~ ~ al  - a 2 al + a 2 
for which AB + BA is positive definite if and only if (1.2) holds. 
2. GENERAL RESULTS 
We start with a preliminary calculation, the minimization of ai[(A + 
t I ) -  I(A - tI)] over t > 0. For this purpose we introduce the function f (a ,  t)  
= (a - t ) / (a  + t)  for positive a, t. Note that f (a  m, t )  <~ f (a  t, t )  if am ~ az 
and that f (  a, t ) ~< f (  a, s) if s <~ t. Also f (  a, O) = 1, f (  a, + or) = - 1, f (  a, t)  = 
- f (b ,  t) if and only if t =yrS .  By the spectral theorem ~i[ (A  + t I ) -X (A  - 
def 
tI)] = f (a  i, t). Let aj(t) = oj[(A + t I ) -X (A  - tI)], ~( t )= Xi[(A + t I ) -~(A  
- tI)]. To carry out the minimization of oj(t) we will make use of a diagram. 
We illustrate this for j = 3, n -- 5 (Figure 2). We have drawn schematically 
[~ t(t )[, • • •, [~ 5(t )[. The heavy line represents o3(t ). Note that 
minoa(t )= min ff{aa_k+ 1, ~/as_k+laa_k+ 1). 
t l~k~<3 
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0"5 05 o,, 
Fro. 2. 
In general 
, , j ( t )  = 
Hence 
hi(t) ,  [ a~- i+za l ,  a~-~-j+,al] 
mino.( t )= min ~a.  k . l ,  a~a._k+ k+ ). 
t>O I l~<k~f \  l -  l a j  - 1 
Next we state the main result of this note. 
THEOREM 2.1. The condition 
f 
max ~bi+j_ 1 - min b k l+1 
j<~n- i+ l  ~ (k,/) ~ Sj 
t~A j ,  A. 
×°i-k+l((A +t I ) - ' (A - t I ) )o t ( (A  +t I ) - ' (A - t I ) ) l  >10 
(2.0) 
(2.1) 
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implies that the ith eigenvalue c i is nonnegative, where 
Sj = ( (k , l ) : l~min(k ,  j - k  + l)} 
A i,k = ( points where oj_ k+ l(t) attains a local minimum }. 
The condit ion (2.1) implies a number  of criteria for posit ivity of q .  
COROLLARY 2.2. The ith eigenvalue c i is positive: 
(a) i f  
~ bk-l+l 
bi+k+l- 2 
al -s  +1 
O71-- $ 
< 
al -s  -1  
an-s  
(2.2) 
forany /=1  . . . . .  n - -  i +1 ,  k=l  . . . . .  (n - i+ l ) - l+ l ,  s=0 . . . . .  l -1 ,  or 
(b) if 
bk-l+l 
bi+k+l- 1 
< 
~/ al-s+2 
an-s+l 
~ al-s+2 
an-s+l 
- - + 1  
ape+ ~al- s+ 2an - s+l  
ape-- ~al_s+2an_s+l 
for any l=  1 . . . . .  n -  i, k = l  . . . . .  n -  i - /+1 ,  s = 1 . . . . .  /+1 ,  where 
= I n -s+2 i f  an_s+lal_s+2<an_s+2al_s+l, 
Ps ~ l - s + 1 otherwise, 
(take an+ 1 = 0, a o = + oo), or 
(c) in general i f  
bk - Z+ 1 
bi+j-1 
- - <  
~ a j+k- ,+2 
an-s+l 
~ aj+k - s+2 
an-s+l 
+1 
-1  
ap~ d- ~aj+ k _ s+2an _ s+ 1 
ap s -  ~aj+k - s+2an - s+ 1 
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fo rany j<~n- i+ l ,  l<~j, k=l  ..... ] - l  +1, s= l  . . . . .  ]+  k +1, where 
n-q+l  if at_q+lan_q+l<~ai+k_s+2an_s+l<.aI_qan_q+ 1, 
Ps= l -q  if al_qan_q+l <~aj+k_s+2an s,+l <~ at_qa~, q. 
REMARK. By setting l = 1, k = 1, i = n in (2.2) we recapture the Strang- 
Nicholson positivity condition (1.2). Another extreme case of interest is given 
by 1 = 1, k = 1, i = 1. Clearly this condition is trivially satisfied; hence c I > 0 
always. An alternative and direct proof of this result will be given in the 
appendix. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof will be given in two steps. 
Step I. A weU-known estimate due to Weyl [13] asserts that 
~r+~_x(M+N)<X,(M)+~s(N),  r+s<~n+l ,  
where M, N are n × n Hermitian matrices. Applying this to (1.3), we obtain 
2thi( (g( t ) ) 
>~ max 
j<~n--i+l 
[b ,+j_ l_~j( (A+t i  ) t (A_ t i )B (A_ t i ) (A+t i  ) 1)] 
(2.3) 
Applying the multiplicative version of Weyl's estimate (see [3]) 
~j(M2V) ~ oj_ k+ ~(M)o~(N) (k<i) ,  
we obtain 
)~A(A + tI)-X( A -  tI)B( A -  tI)( A + tI)-l] 
= oj[(A + t I ) - l (A- -  t I )B (A -  tI)(A + tI)-l] 
<~Oi_k+l[(A+tI ) X (A - t I ) ]ak [B(A- t I ) (A+t I ) - l ]  (k<~j) 
~<oi_k+, [ (A+t l ) - ' (A - t l ) ]b  k ,+,ot[( A -  tI)( A + tI) -1] 
(l<k). 
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By putting everything together and by appealing to Sylvester's law of inertia 
[4], we obtain that c i >/0 ff 
max [b,+. - min min minbk_t.xai_k+,(t)a,(t)l >t0. (2.4) j~n-i+l ~ 3-1 k~<j l<~k t>0 
It is easy to see that we do not lose any information in (2.4) by restricting 
ourselves to pairs (k, l) such that J -  k + 1 >/I. 
Step II: Simplifying the minimization over t in (2.4). We may isolate the 
relevant statement to be proved now from the rest of the argument. Let 
m > I. We will show that 
min am( t )at( t ) = minam( t )ol( t ), 
t>0 
where the minimum on the fight is taken over the points at which Om(t ) 
attains a local minimum. Let F ( t )= Om(t ), G(t)  = ot(t ). It is sufficient o 
establish that sgn[F(t)G(t)] '  = sgn F'(t) at (the all but finitely many) points 
where the derivatives exist. Now note that 
am_ s -  t = Fl(t) l  
am_ s + t 
F( t )= or 
t -a , _s  = Fz(t) ) 
t + an_  s 
al-k--t } 
a--~-- k ~--~ = G ' ( t )  
G(t )  , 
L t G (t) 
s = 0 , . . . ,m- I ,  
k =0, . . . , / -1 .  
Observe that G(t) > F(t) (see Figure 3 for an illustration of the situation in a 
concrete case). For t such that F ( t )= Fi(t ), G(t )= Gdt ), we note that 
G'(t)/F'(t) > 0 and hence 
F~ G G'  , ( re ) '=  y + ~ > 0. (2.5) 
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Ci.r~ °"  L 
Fro. 3. 
We consider the remain ing cases separately, not ing first that since G > F we 
need only show IF' l  > IG'I to obtain (2.5). 
(1) F ( t )= F l ( t  ), G(t )=G2( t  ). From G( t )> F(t)  it follows that t 
> fa  . . . .  a,, _ k. To see this note that t > (a t _ ka,, k ( = largest value on the 
left of t where a local min imum of G is attained). On the other hand 
at k >a. ,  ~(F i sbe lowG) .Thus  
iF,(t)l_lG,(t)l=2(a.,. ~-a,. k)(t2-a., .~a. k) >0.  
n )2 (~ . . . . .  + t )~(.  . , .+t 
(2) F( t )= Fz(t ), G(t)  = Gl(t ). The smallest value on the right of t at which 
G has a local min imum is ~a,_ka t k. From the definit ion of F, t > a,, ~. 
Hence a,, , < a t k (F  below G)  and 
iF,(t)l_lG,(t)l=2(an ~-at k)(t2-a. ,~at k)>0. 
2 (an -s+t )  (at k+t)  2 
Proof of  Corollary 2.2. (a): Take j -  k + 1 = l, 1 = 1 . . . . .  n - i + 1, and 
use (2.1), (2.0), imposing the relevant restrictions on the indices. 
(b): Take j -k  = l, l = 1 . . . . .  n -  i. Use (2.1) and a diagram similar to 
F igure 2 to evaluate at at the min ima of o t + 1. 
(c): This is just the full s tatement of (2.1) with a t and oj k+ 1 evaluated at 
the min ima of the latter. A diagram similar to F igure 2 is helpful for the 
evaluation of a I. • 
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REMARK. By using Ostrowski's result instead of Sylvester's law of inertia 
we can establish estimates on q. We omit the rather straightforward details 
and refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 1.1. However, a particularly 
simple estimate for c i may be obtained by using part (a) of Corollary 2.2 with 
l = 1 and k = n - i + 1. We obtain 
b. (k~ +1)2-  k , -  ,(B)( k~ - 1) 2 
c i >~ min - - - : -a  a i+  
a=l,n 2 ~a 
(2.6) 
where ks(B ) = bs /b  n. One sees that (2.6) reduces to (1.1) by taking i = n. Of 
course, by interchanging A and B one obtains an estimate (2.6') for c i 
analogous to (1.1"). 
APPENDIX 
We first describe briefly our motivation for studying the Jordan product. 
We will be concerned with systems of reaction-diffusion equations 
u t = DAu + B(u) ,  (*) 
u = col(u 1 .. . . .  uN), D a constant N × N symmetric positive definite matrix, A 
Laplace's operator. The solution u(x , t )  is sought subject to the initial 
conditions u(x,O)=uo(X ) and the boundary condition Ou/Onloa=O. In 
applications u(x, t) stands for the concentration vector. For convenience we 
take It21 = 1. In the study of these systems the fundamental question is to what 
extent the maximum principle applies. This investigation reduces to the 
following problem [6, 12]: Suppose that for a fixed real valued function G, the 
region ¢¢¢k = { Z: G(z)  ~< k } in R N is positively invariant under the flow of 
B(,). (**) 
Find conditions on the diffusion matrix D that ensure the positive invariance 
of J t  'k under (*). It turns out that this requirement on D is too strong for 
general G, and so the class of Jgk's with the desired property is very 
restricted. For example, if
r I O) 
' Pl ~ O~ Pl ~ 1"2' D= 0 r z 
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then ~/k is invariant under (*) [assuming that it is so under (**)] if and only ff 
it is a rectangle in R 2 with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. On the other 
hand, if one relaxes the invariance of jgk and requires instead that the set 
Mk = { ~( " ) in some ftmction space: f G( ~( x ) ) dx <<. k} 
be positively invariant under (*), then the class of such sets becomes 
considerably richer. To be specific, consider the system 
u, = Dau + [1- C(u)] u, ***) 
where G(z ) = (Az, z), A is a constant positive definite symmetric matrix, and 
( . , - )  is the inner product in R ~¢. Equation (***) arises in superconductivity 
[1, 5]. It can be shown that M k (k >/1) is positively invariant under (***) if 
DA + AD >1 0 [2], and this in turn, by Nicholson's result, is true if k d < (~  
+ 1)2/( k~ - 1) 2. Note that if 
O (o ,
then this condition restricts the ratio of the diffusion coefficients in terms of 
the curvature of the ellipsoid ~¢t 'k, that is, it relates in a qualitative way 
diffusion to geometry. 
We now give, at the request of the referee, a computation which was 
omitted from Remark 4 of section 1. 
We are concerned with which of (1.1) and (1.8) provides the better 
estimate for c, in the case that (1.2) holds, that is, when both (1.1) and (1.8) 
provide positive lower bounds for c,. Thus, subtracting the right hand side of 
(1.1) from that of (1.8) and using x 2 = ko, y2 = kb ' we obtain 
16a, , ,  .b lbn  - ( a l  - an)2(  b ,  - b . )  2 
4(a, +a,,)(b, +b,) 
a,,bn 2~ [(ka+l)2-kb(ka-1) 2] 
a,b~ 
4x(x 2+l)(y 2+1)  [ri, x+ l )  2 _yZ(x_12j,]  
× {x[y2(x + 1)2- (x -1 )  2 ] -2 (x  2 + 1)(y 2 + 1)} 
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In view of (1.2), this is positive ff and only ff { } is positive, which amounts to 
y2 > (x 3 + x + 2) / (x  3 + x -2 ) ,  as claimed in Remark 4. 
The remark preceding the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that c I > 0 always. 
This can be proved directly as follows: By choosing an appropriate matrix U 
and considering UCU-  1, we may assume that B is diagonal. Since A is real 
symmetric with positive eigenvalues, A has positive diagonal elements. It 
follows that t r (AB)= tr(BA) is positive and so t rC  is positive, and this is a 
lower bound for nc 1. 
Finally, we would like to comment on a paper by N. G. de Bruijn [7], of 
which we were made aware of Professors Taussky Todd and Brualdi. This 
paper, like [10], gives a representation for the range of (Ax,  Bx), but unlike 
[10] is not restricted to the case of nonnegative A and B. From this 
representation estimates for the extreme eigenvalues of AB + BA are given 
which coincide with G. Strang's when A and B are nonnegative. The author 
claims, as did Strang, that these estimates are sharp. Taking n = 2, b 1 = 4, 
b 2 = 3, a 1 = 4, a z = 1, one can see that (1.1) gives a much better estimate for 
c n than that of Strang and de Bruijn [(1.8) above]. In the case where A and B 
fail to be nonnegative, we do not provide estimates for the eigenvalues of 
AB + BA, and those given by de Bnlijn seem to be the best available at this 
time. 
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